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Eight  Sleep had identified a need for considerable growth across their 
Product, Growth & Engineering teams. They had worked with several 
recruitment agencies, including costly options that failed to deliver, 
but had not achieved the level of programming language versatility 
and technical culture fit that they required to accelerate their growth

The Solution
Eight Sleep started working with Explore Group at the end of 2018, initially working with Joe 
Wollweber, then with Alex Balme and Godfrey Harry.

Explore realised that Eight were looking for rather special employees who lived and breathed tech 
in and out of work and that a high level of individual attention and focus would be required to find 
the perfect match for each role.  They decided that it was worth spending a considerable amount 
of time and thought into the candidates they were sending and ensuring that they worked on 
anticipating and rectifying issues before they occurred to ensure a smooth and pain-free process

The Result
Four offers of employment were made, resulting in three new employees from Explore Group 
being hired by Eight in six months.  Explore Group are continuing to partner closely with Eight on 
their next roles to facilitate their high growth plans

8 Sleep recommends Explore Group
Since working with Explore, we’ve been impressed with a number of things that have ultimately 
resulted in us hiring some fantastic people, all of whom we couldn’t be happier with. Explore has 
been able to understand and adapt to how we work, and the types of cultural attributes we look 
for. This has allowed them to identify great talent at a faster rate than we could handle internally.
 
We appreciate the personal way Alex and his specialist team have embraced our business 
objectives and mission. They’re in regular contact, they support our process, while also 
appreciating the scarcity of time as a critical commodity for our growth.
 
We’re very much looking forward to continuing the partnership moving forward as we continue to 
grow – we just hope they continue crushing it!

Who are 8 Sleep?
Eight Sleep are a fast-growing, established Series B company in consumer electronics/health & 
wellness sector based in New York City that specializes in developing and manufacturing smart 
mattresses using data, design, science, and technology. They are favoured by top sportspeople to 
help them reach peak performance having been developed with 43million hours of sleep data, 
insight from 30,000 sleepers in collaboration with researchers from Stanford, Yale, UPenn, Harvard 
and Mount Sinai
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